Analysis of Low Density Lipoprotein (LDL) Transport Within a Curved Artery.
To elucidate the mechanism of the effect of LDL concentration on the thickening of intima in a curved artery, LDL transport in each layer of the curved arterial wall is studied analytically. A comprehensive concentration distribution expression of LDL in each layer of the curved artery wall is presented along with the characterization and estimation of the effect of curvature on the growth of atherosclerosis within the arterial wall. The effect of curvature on species concentration distribution is analyzed and the results are thoroughly benchmarked against prior pertinent works. The concentration at the interface of lumen and endothelium will directly affect the concentration profile inside the arterial wall layers. The results show that the average concentration in the circumferential direction is actually decreasing in the axial direction for a curved artery compared with a straight artery. Small radius ratio and Reynolds number will augment the LDL accumulation at the lumen endothelium interface. The increase in concentration at the lumen/endothelium interface in the axial direction has a minor effect on the concentration profile at the other wall interface layers.